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Project Description
eVisionTeam would like to present to you our next Really Big Project, a project that will be exceedingly interesting to Investors:

We are starting a Movie Production Company!

And – sit yourself down! - we have already begun work on our first film! We have signed the contracts and the lights are green for “go!”

This film has a budget of 3.5 Million, including all commissions for distributors, and we think by July next year, at the latest, you will be able to see this movie
in a theatre near you.

You may wonder- what kind of movie is this to be?

It is a movie with an international audience, global appeal, a low budget and fabulous earning potential: a horror movie.

We will not go into too much detail here, of course. In “The Business” the details are always kept secret, so as not to give anything away to the competition.
But here is the briefest of descriptions:

 

Graphic 1: The Pitch (brief description)

 

 

 

Project Rationale
As you are probably well aware, we at eVisionTeam are always looking for projects which will support our ambition to offer unusually high interest rates to
our Investors, thus giving our Distributor Partners a good foundation to build up a lasting and successful business for themselves.

Since we already own a sound studio and have made excellent connections in the entertainment industry, the idea presented itself, that perhaps we could
expand in the same direction and produce not only music but also movies, thereby making even better use of the first class existing facilities and our carefully
selected staff of experts.

Besides, a movie production studio will be an ongoing business, a project without limitations, and this means that our Investors, our Partners, will have an
opportunity to invest to their heart’s content, without limit, in a business that will yield fabulous gains in a fairly short time.

How can this be, you ask?

Well, over the past 10 months, we commissioned an international study, which has had a closer look into developments in the film industry over the period of
the last 5 to 10 years. And what we found was astounding and inspiring!

First of all, the film industry is a crisis resistant investment and horror movies do very well!



 

Graphic 2:  Box Office during Crisis Years

 

 

  

 

Graphic 3: High Profits in the Movie Industry



 

 

 

 

Graphic 4:  Earmarks of the Most Profitable Movies

 

 



 

For a number of years, Super Hero movies were the big cash cows, but now this trend has come to a stop – people seem to be tired of this genre, and its
success at the box office has been collapsing.

Of course, box office success also has to do with how much money a movie is actually making, not just how popular it turns out to be. It also has to do with
how current its topics can be. And in terms of being current, those super hero movies do not fare so well, since in USA and in Europe it takes up to 3 years to
produce one, and what was a hot topic three years ago may well not be so hot by the time the movie is released.

But in Asia, you can produce a low budget film, perfect for netflix or Amazon, in only 6 to 10 months!

And now the secret, as to why horror movies are the big box office winner:

1. Everywhere in the world, people experience horror the same way!
2. The content and style of a horror movie will have the same appeal to people all over the world.  This is not the case for comedies or romance, which

can be experienced and viewed very differently from culture to culture, thus limiting the profitable breadth of the film’s distribution.
3. Our study shows, amazingly, that it is immaterial for the success of a horror movie whether the actors are good or famous. It is the breadth of its

viewing public that makes the big difference that assures big earnings. If you take a look at the financially most successful horror films, you will find that
they were all of them low budget, with mostly unknown and not very good actors.

We will not be striving to win Oscars. We are in this for the money. And if you want to check our figures, it is not so hard to do – Google it for yourself.

We will be offering a preview of the movie – first cut – during our big Event this coming April in Phnom Penh.

Graphic 5:  Film Revenues in 2016 by sales venues

 

 

 

Graphic 6: Distribution of Sales by Region



 

 
Graphic 7:  Cambodia - Ideal Location for Shooting Films

 

 



Graphic 7:  Our Project Qualifies Fully for Success

 

 

A Fabulous Opportunity
We have done our research.

We have found a pattern promising success.

We have to act now, if we want to be players in an upcoming trend.

We can do this, by using the advantages of the South East Asia region, specifically in Cambodia, for reasons discussed many times now, and which will be
explained in depth during our Event in April.

Our Track Record
Over the last nearly 19 years, eVisionTeam has proven, that we have been ahead of our time, and here, yet again, we are ahead of something, or, if not that,
we are certainly at the very beginning of a trend which will last several years.

Already in 1999 we came out with “8 Steps to your own Homepage”, with domain and enough storage space and a web kit to produce professional
Homepage's in short time

In 2001 we created Voice Over IP, something what was totally revolutionary at that time and is in our days part of every single messenger we all use.

Over the last years, especially since July 2016, have we shown that we are a reliable partner, and there are not many offers out there, which have been longer
on the market or paid out as much, as we already have paid out, to our investors and also to our affiliates.

A Great Return on Your Investment
Our study shows that a low budget horror film, even a bad one, will easily gross over 500% of the investment. This means that the capital has returned after
just one year, since the very first interest disbursement will be higher than the original loan was. Even under worse Case Scenario earnings should be quite
high.

Since the project is an ongoing one, made up of many movies, there will be no upper limit in terms of the total investment, neither will there be a limit as to
what each Investor can invest.

As with all of our projects, a minimum investment of 50 Euros will make this project part of an Investors portfolio.

Run time for investments will be 2 years.

After the conclusion of the first year, interest in the amount of 148% will be paid out.

For investments of 50,000 Euro or more, this interest payment will be at 168%.



After another 365 days, interest will again become due and will be paid as before, 148% for up to 49,959 Euro and 168% for amounts 50,000 Euro or
greater.

The original loan will be paid out together with the second interest payment.

And all of this without any kind of gaming involved! It is purely, legally and respectably plain business.

I am of the opinion that our offer of this project is ideal for persons who wish to invest long term, who want to build a business, and who share inn our interest
to continuously cement the financial security of our overall business concept, of eVisionTeam Business Group.

And those are the partners we really want. All others do not really fit the business principles under which we have been successfully and confidently working
since January13, 1999

Wir haben das Projekt erstmalig am Sonntag in einem Hotel in Phnom Penh vorgestellt und heute hat bereits der erste Investor Anteilsscheine fuer 100.000 $
gekauft.

Marketing
This will be a program that will be very easy to sell, particularly after the first movie hits the markets.

Our first introduction of this Project at a Phnom Penh Hotel was well received and a first Investor bought shares for $100.000.

 

Risks
We always remind interested persons and we do it again now: Every high yield investment strategy bears high risk and loss of part or all of the investment is
possible.  Therefore Investors should only invest those funds the loss of which would not endanger their finanacial survival.

 

Transparency and Rights
We spent a great deal of time and diligence on our study before we set up the project.

We value our Investors and distribution Partners, and we therefore play with open cards.

Anyone interested in going through the study from end to end, together with the team that conducted it, is welcome to come here and see for yourself.

However, the documents of the study and the rights to the study will remain with us.  You cannot take them with you, neither may any copies of any kind be
made.
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